
SAF/PAYL Entertainment Liaison Office 
Weekly Update Sheet 

SAF/PAYL  
Week ending 19 Feb 2016 

 
Entertainment Projects To Date at a glance 

(#s) 
All Open Projects  

(Assigned AFTNs)  
14 

In Research Phase 8 
Active (Approved PAA) 1 

Awaiting Rough Cut 3 
Awaiting Broadcast (rough 

cut completed and 
approved) 

0 

 
Outlook Key  
Red = Outstanding/Hot  
Blue = Updated Section (if not present, section remains unchanged) 
  
Hot Topics (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates within 2 weeks)  

- AFTN 008-1601:  Fox News “War Stories with Oliver North” is a 1-hour news magazine/feature 
news show that will be addressing the fight against Isis.  Fox has requested to shoot their “wraps” at 
March Air Reserve Base (MARB), which are the interstitial intros in between each segment of the 
show as well as the show’s opening and closing remarks by hosts Oliver North and newcomer Leif 
Babin (former Navy SEAL).  MARB will support with static C-17 and KC-135 aircraft as a backdrops 
as well as talking points that Fox will work into their script identifying USAFR’s role in the fight 
against Isis as well as the roles of the C-17 and KC-135.  No airmen will be featured or interviewed 
for Force Protection’s sake.  Project has top-to-bottom approval to include SAF/PA Press Desk, 
OSD/PA (Dave Evans), MARB’s Wing/CC and AFRC/PA.  Site visit at MARB was completed on 16 
Feb with Director of Photography.  PAA draft is with Fox legal and OSD/PA for review.  Talking 
points due to Fox ASAP; awaiting copy from MARB/PA.  Shoot date is set for 25 Feb at MARB; on 
target, on time. 
 
- AFTN 024-1602: DC Inno (http://dcinno.streetwise.co);  requested interview re: AF participation 
in “Bridge of Spies” in front of Academy Awards; phone interview set 19Feb16.  Will defer to 
OSD/DoD for any question outside AF participation.  Pop culture magazine. 
 
- AFTN 022-1602: Crossfit request to film event at Schriever AFB (Crossfit); Internal conference call 
with Schriever and AFSPC scheduled for 22Feb16 to discuss concerns. 
 
- AFTN 028-1602:  Greys Anatomy (ABC) script research only re: Dignified Transfer; conference call 
with AFMAO & parties scheduled for 22Feb16 (Mon) 
 
14-30 Day Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

-  AFTN 115-1506: Sully (WB) Mopic; AF provided F4 filming at Holloman AFB in Dec 2015.  
Expecting rough cut screening March 2016.  Release set for Sept 2016 
 



- AFTN 012-1601  Alaska Mega Machine:  For the Discovery Science Channel; a show that highlights 
the large machines that work in and around the Alaskan wilderness.  This episode will feature a 12-
15 minute segment on Clear Air Force Station’s early warning radar systems, both new and old, and 
will highlight the transition from the old cold war era massive radar to the sleeker modern 11-story 
pyramid radar system.  The episode will also feature the CH-47 Chinook helicopter and Stryker 
vehicles (Army).  Project has top-to-bottom approval.  PAA is in the works.  Shooting dates are 
projected for either 29 Feb-4 Mar or 8-12 Mar.  Final date TBD NLT COB 19 Feb. 

- AFTN 013-1601 Pacira Pharmaceuticals: A non-indorsement medical training video featuring 
USAF Lt Col (Dr) Tess Miller (96 SGOS) conducting deductive surgery techniques.  Video will be 
featured on non-media websites like: http://www.surgicalpainconsortium.com/  designed to 
educate medical professionals on best practices for pain management.  AF Surgeon General is 
reviewing this proposal through their JA for HIPAA compliance and Eglin PA is confirming 
concurrence with 96 TW and 96 SGOS leadership.  All AF players are on-board to make this happen 
and Pacira would like to shoot within 30 days, but this could stretch down the road further 
depending on standard legal reviews in order to ensure all precautions are identified and followed.  

31-60 Day Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

- AFTN 095-1505: How to Stay Young (BBC). Filmed at WPAFB May 2015.  Regarding WPAFB 
research scientist conducting brain studies on keeping people’s minds working.  Awaiting rough 
cut. 

- AFTN 206-1510  Capturing the Universe:  Discovery Science Channel.  Episode on Space Junk 
(debris) and how the USAF tracks it.  Completed shooting at Vandenberg AFB back in December, 
awaiting rough cut for screening.  Air date is Spring 2016. 

61-90 Day Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

- AFTN 174-1508: Counting Cars, History Channel: Counting Cars" is a reality show featuring Danny 
Koker. The production company would like to shoot a scene in which, Danny, is given a ride in one 
of the aircraft used by the Thunderbirds at Nellis AFB. The personalities from the show would visit 
a new Thunderbirds museum at the base and learn the history of the Thunderbirds and the AF and 
use that knowledge as inspiration to paint custom fighter pilot helmets. Danny Koker would present 
the helmets to display at the museum. Working potential dates for Nellis shoot and flight. April 18-
19 in discussion at the moment. 

- AFTN 025-1602: CNBC, “Jay Leno’s Garage”, a 30-minute episodic, is planning an episode for the 
new season themed Space Age and Vehicles. They would like to have Jay Leno film at Edwards AFB 
in May where an Airman would provide him with a tour of the base (focusing on the flightline and 
areas historically important to the space fleet) and an F-35 to discuss the influence of the space 
program on the Air Force and connections to the new F-35. They’d like to show how the space 
program has practical implementations within the Air Force to help keep America safe. They’ve also 
requested to end the episode with an F-16 around-the-flagpole orientation flight (in order to tie in 
the “garage” part). Edwards is routing the request through local leadership, AFMC will provide 
support pending SAF/PAYL approval, and OSD/PA (Dave Evans) has provided approval for the 
project. A scout will be scheduled within the next two weeks. They are also working with NASA, 
which resides on Edwards, to also integrate them into the episode. 



Exemption (b)(4)



FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

SAF/PAYL Entertainment Liaison Office 

Weekly Update Sheet 

SAF/PAYL  

Week ending 26 Feb 2016 

Entertainment Projects To Date at a glance (#s) 

All Open Projects 

(Assigned AFTNs) 

26 

In Research Phase 12 

Active (Approved PAA) 01 

Awaiting Rough Cut 04 

Awaiting Broadcast (rough 

cut completed and approved) 

02 

Broadcast/Released 01 

*Other 04 

Outlook Key  
Red = Outstanding/Hot  

Blue = Updated Section (if not present, section remains unchanged) 

Hot Topics (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates within 2 weeks) 

-  AFTN 003-1501: Whiskey Tango Foxtrot.  Status: Awaiting Broadcast.  Motion picture distributed by 

Paramount premieres March 4, 2016.  Screenings for Kirtland AFB scheduled on Feb. 29, 2016.   (STAGNER) 

- *AFTN 008-1601: Fox News “War Stories with Oliver North.”  Filmed at March Air Reserve Base (MARB) 

on Thursday Feb 25, 2016 without a PAA or involvement by PAYL.  After a long deliberation period, Fox 

refused to grant a rough cut screening of the show, so OSD/PA turned Fox News back to MARB as a purely news 

production and not a TV documentary.  As a result, PAYL handed the project back to MARB/PA.  Though 

MARB/PA expressed concerns of moving forward without a PAA, their commander decided that there would be 

sufficient ROI to proceed with Fox.  Air date is TBD.  (SIMON) 

-  AFTN 012-1601: Alaska Mega Machine: Discovery Science Channel.  Status: Active/approved.  This 

program  highlights the large machines that work in and around the Alaskan wilderness.  This episode will feature 

a 12-15 minute segment on Clear Air Force Station’s early warning radar systems, both new and old, and will 

highlight the transition from the old cold war era massive radar to the sleeker modern 11-story pyramid radar 

system.  The episode will also feature the CH-47 Chinook helicopter and Stryker vehicles (Army).  Project has 

top-to-bottom approval.  PAA signed by Production Company on 26 Feb and by OSD/PA on 29 Feb.  Lt Col 

Simon will be in Alaska 1-4 March for the shoot; all travel arrangements are set.  Air date is TBD.  (SIMON) 

- AFTN 022-1602: CrossFit Workout of the Day.   Status: Research and awaiting PAA. Distributed by 

CrossFit, is a qualifying event for the “CrossFit Games.”  OSD/PA approval.  CrossFit has requested to film the 

qualifying event on Schriever AFB on March 17 as a live broadcast. Emphasis and messaging of the program will 

be the Air Force & military requirements to stay physically fit.  The WG/CC and MSG/CC will both be 

interviewed during the broadcast. The WG/CC will talk about the wing and its mission while the MSG 

talks about the importance of fitness to the AF. Neither will mention CrossFit during interviews. 
Additionally, up to three Airmen are invited to take part in the qualifying event. Between live broadcast and 

social media platforms, the expected audience is roughly 5.5 million. Mr. Stagner is scheduled to travel to 

Schriever on March 10 to conduct the scout and manage the logistics of the live show.  (STAGNER) 



FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

- AFTN 024-1602: DC Inno web magazine: Status: Broadcast/released.  An interview re: Air Force participation 

in “Bridge of Spies.”  See:  http://dcinno.streetwise.co/2016/02/26/oscar-nominee-bridge-of-spies-made-with-

help-from-us-air-force/  

(WATSON). 

- AFTN 028-1602:  Greys Anatomy (ABC). Status: Research. Script research only re: Dignified Transfer; 

conference call with AFMAO & parties scheduled for 22Feb16 (Mon).  Follow-up research and participation 

TBD.  (WATSON) 

- 

14-30 Day Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

- AFTN 115-1506: Sully.  Status:  Awaiting Rough cut.  Warner Bros motion picture.  USAF provided F4 

filming at Holloman AFB in Dec 2015.  Expecting rough cut screening March 2016.  Release set for Sept 2016 

(WATSON&FINSTEIN) 

- AFTN 181-1509: Blood Road.  Status: Research & awaiting PAA.  Documentary film by Red Bull Media on 

the cycling journey of Rebecca Roush as she navigates the Ho Chi Minh trail in Vietnam, eventually finding the 

site where her father’s remains were recovered. Her father was an AF pilot, shot down over Vietnam. Production 

company would like to work with the DPAA in Hawaii to cover the process of recovery and identification of 

remains.  Awaiting PAA from production company. (FINSTEIN) 

- AFTN 188-1509: Hedy Lemarr. Status: Awaiting rough cut.  Produced by Susan Sarandon, this documentary 

film is for theatrical and TV distribution on the life and scientific work of actress Hedy Lemarr. The Air Force 

provided a SME from SMC for a 1 hour interview on MILSTAR and AEHF satellite technology that shares its 

roots in Lemarr’s patented frequency hopping ideas. (FINSTEIN) 

- AFTN 243-1511: Weather Geeks.  Status: Awaiting broadcast. Filmed on 25 Feb at Weather Channel Studios 

in Atlanta with an expected air date of early to mid-March. Weather Geeks is a weather topic driven talk show 

hosted by Dr. Marshall Shepherd.  The show airs on The Weather Channel every Sunday at noon ET. According 

to Nielsen ratings Weather Geek's total audience size varies from 120 to 220 thousand. The show will also be 

distributed on a video landing page found on weather.com.  (FINSTEIN) 

- AFTN 013-1601:  Pacira Pharmaceuticals. Status: Research.  A non-endorsement medical training video 

featuring USAF Lt Col (Dr) Tess Miller (96 SGOS) conducting deductive surgery techniques.  Video will be 

featured on non-media websites like: http://www.surgicalpainconsortium.com/  designed to educate medical 

professionals on best practices for pain management.  AF Surgeon General is reviewing this proposal through 

their JA for HIPAA compliance and Eglin PA is confirming concurrence with 96 TW and 96 SGOS leadership.  

All AF players are on-board to make this happen and Pacira would like to shoot within 30 days, but this could 

stretch down the road further depending on standard legal reviews in order to ensure all precautions are identified 

and followed.  (SIMON) 

- *AFTN 031-1602: Facing. Distributed by NatGeo and is a show that highlights individuals and their lives 

through the eyes of other people. “Facing” will have an episode about Saddam Hussein and would like to 

interview Retired Gen. Horner about his role as the aerial forces commander during Desert Storm. Since this 

project does not include active duty Airmen or assets, courtesy support is being provided to the general in the 

event he should choose to participate. (STAGNER) 

Exemption (b)(4)



FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

- AFTN 036-1602: American Rifleman. Status: Research awaiting PAA.  Distributed by the Outdoor Channel 

and is filming an episode at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam about the weapons used during World War II. The 

Navy is leading the project. Air Force support is only to allow them to film at PACAF HQ for the bullet holes in 

the building. (STAGNER) 

31-60 Day Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

- AFTN 095-1505: How to Stay Young (BBC). Status: Awaiting rough cut.  Filmed at WPAFB May 2015.  

Regarding WPAFB research scientist conducting brain studies on keeping people’s minds working.  Studies are 

used for pilot training.  The focus of this documentary is how the military study is impacting brain studies on 

other type of medical research.  (WATSON) 

- AFTN 206-1510:  Capturing the Universe. Status: Awaiting Broadcast.  Discovery Science Channel.  Episode 

on Space Junk (debris) and how the USAF tracks it.  Completed shooting at Vandenberg AFB back in December, 

awaiting rough cut for screening.  Air date is Spring 2016.  (SIMON) 

61-90 Day Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

- AFTN 174-1508: Counting Cars.  Status:  Research.  History Channel: Counting Cars is a reality show 

featuring Danny Koker. The production company would like to shoot a scene in which, Danny, is given a ride in 

one of the aircraft used by the Thunderbirds at Nellis AFB. The personalities from the show would visit a new 

Thunderbirds museum at the base and learn the history of the Thunderbirds and the AF and use that knowledge as 

inspiration to paint custom fighter pilot helmets. Danny Koker would present the helmets to display at the 

museum. Working potential dates for Nellis shoot and flight. April 18-19 in discussion at the moment.  (CRAM) 

- AFTN 025-1602:  Jay Leno’s Garage.  Status: Research.  Distributed by CNBC.  A tech scout at Edwards AFB 

is scheduled Friday, March 4. Scout will focus on locations and airframes associated with the development of 

space airframes, the flightline, an F-35, and a bomber.  The program is a 30-minute episodic, is planning an 

episode for the new season themed Space Age and Vehicles. They would like to have Jay Leno film at Edwards 

AFB in May 2016  where an Airman would provide him with a tour of the base (focusing on the flightline and 

areas historically important to the space fleet) and an F-35 to discuss the influence of the space program on the 

Air Force and connections to the new F-35. They’d like to show how the space program has practical 

implementations within the Air Force to help keep America safe. They’ve also requested to end the episode with 

an F-16 around-the-flagpole orientation flight (in order to tie in the “garage” part).  Production is expected to film 

in May 2016. (STAGNER) 

120 Day+ Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

- AFTN 111-1506: Life of Dogs.  Status:  Awaiting rough cut.  A five part documentary series for Discovery 

International that aims to be a definitive “natural history” on dogs in all walks of life. The series will feature 

military working dogs as part of an episode on working dogs around the world, with our MWDs providing the 

“spine of the story.” The program filmed at JBSA-Lackland February 5-12 with the 802nd SFS and 341st TRS with 

great success. Rough cut anticipated spring/summer 2016.  (FINSTEIN) 

Exemption (b)(4)
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

- AFTN 034-1602: Untitled program. Status: Research. Red Rock Films is in the research phase of a production 

about the attacks on Pearl Harbor. Mr. Stagner has put the production on hold until they attain full distribution 

(planned as PBS). (STAGNER) 

- *AFTN 035-1602:  CBS contacted the office for research support for a pilot they are shooting where the two 

main characters are Air Force veterans. Mr. Stagner declined to provide the requested research as it goes beyond 

active-duty Airmen. He did reach back to them and recommend a production assistance agreement would be 

beneficial.  (STAGNER) 

Exemption (b)(4)
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

SAF/PAYL Entertainment Liaison Office 

Weekly Update Sheet 

Watson 

Week ending 01 April 2016 

Entertainment Projects To Date at a glance (#s) 

All Open Projects 

(Assigned AFTNs) 7 

In Research Phase 3 

Active (Approved PAA) 1 

Awaiting Rough Cut 2 

Awaiting Broadcast (rough 

cut completed and approved) 0 

Broadcast/Released 0 

*Other 1 

Outlook Key  
Red = Outstanding/Hot  

Blue = Updated Section (if not present, section remains unchanged) 

Hot Topics (Key Dates within 2 weeks, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines,) 

-  *AFTN 065-1603:  FILM: MAY 6, 2016:  STATUS:  Working with NYC office to coordinate a PAA only 

for use by GMA to film live at JB-LE.    

14-30 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 

- AFTN 115-1506: Sully.  STATUS:  Awaiting Rough cut.  Warner Bros motion picture.  USAF provided F4 

filming at Holloman AFB in Dec 2015.  Expecting rough cut screening May 2016.  Release set for Sept 2016 

(WATSON&FINSTEIN) 

31-60 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 

- AFTN 095-1505: How to Stay Young (BBC). STATUS: Awaiting rough cut.  Filmed at WPAFB May 2015.  

Regarding WPAFB research scientist conducting brain studies on keeping people’s minds working.  Studies are 

used for pilot training.  The focus of this documentary is how the military study is impacting brain studies on 

other type of medical research.  (WATSON) 

- AFTN 050-1603: “Home Free” (Fox Reality TV).  STATUS:  PAA signed and coordinated.  NOT PUBLIC 

INFORMATION:  Reality program where an unsuspecting “hero” receives a brand new house.  JBMDL MSgt 

will be the recipient of the home.  All legal coordination regarding gift acceptance by JA prior to approval.  

Working behind the scenes as to not give away the surprise.  Expected filming 3 days late May 2016. 

61-90 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 
Exemption (b)(4)
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
 

SAF/PAYL Entertainment Liaison Office 

Weekly Update Sheet 

SAF/PAYL  

Week ending 11 Mar 2016 

 

Entertainment Projects To Date at a glance (#s) 

All Open Projects  

(Assigned AFTNs)  

23 

In Research Phase 10 

Active (Approved PAA) 02 

Awaiting Rough Cut 07 

Awaiting Broadcast (rough 

cut completed and approved) 

00 

Broadcast/Released 01 

*Other 03 

 

Outlook Key  
Red = Outstanding/Hot  

Blue = Updated Section (if not present, section remains unchanged) 

  

Hot Topics (Key Dates within 2 weeks, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines,)  

 

-AFTN 243-1511: Weather Geeks.  STATUS: Scheduled to air Sunday, March 13. Geeks is a weather topic 

driven talk show hosted by Dr. Marshall Shepherd.  The show airs on The Weather Channel every Sunday at noon 

ET. According to Nielsen ratings Weather Geek's total audience size varies from 120 to 220 thousand. The show 

will also be distributed on a video landing page found on weather.com.  (FINSTEIN) 

 

- AFTN 022-1602: CrossFit Qualifying Event.  STATUS:  PAA APPROVED.  STREAMING LIVE 

THURS., 17 MARCH 1700 PST.  Distributed by CrossFit & is a qualifying event for the “CrossFit Games.”  

OSD/PA approval.  CrossFit has requested to film this qualifying event on Schriever AFB on March 17 as a live 

broadcast.  Emphasis and messaging of the program will be the Air Force & military requirements to stay 

physically fit.  The WG/CC and MSG/CC will both be interviewed during the broadcast. The WG/CC will 

talk about the wing and its mission while the MSG talks about the importance of fitness to the AF. Neither 

will mention CrossFit during interviews. Additionally, up to three Airmen are invited to take part in the 

qualifying event. Between live broadcast and social media platforms, the expected audience is roughly 5.5 

million. Mr. Stagner is TDY to Schriever from 10-18MAR 2016 to manage the logistics of the live show.  

(STAGNER) 

 

- *AFTN 008-160:  Fox News “War Stories with Oliver North.” STATUS: Air date is TBD circa April 2016.  

After action notes emailed to AFRC/PA by 452 AMW/PA.  Shoot went well, but host’s scripting was very 

generic; ROI is unk at this time.  Filmed at March Air Reserve Base (MARB) on Thursday Feb 25, 2016 without 

a PAA or involvement by PAYL.  After a long deliberation period, Fox refused to grant a rough cut screening of 

the show, so OSD/PA turned Fox News back to MARB as a purely news production and not a TV documentary.  

As a result, PAYL handed the project back to MARB/PA.  Though MARB/PA expressed concerns of moving 

forward without a PAA, their commander decided that there would be sufficient ROI to proceed with Fox. 

(CLOSED) 

 

- *AFTN 013-1601:  Pacira Pharmaceuticals surgery techniques training video.  STATUS:  Project handed 

over to Air Force Surgeon General.   



FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
 

Video will be featured on non-media websites like: http://www.surgicalpainconsortium.com/ designed to educate 

medical professionals on best practices for pain management.  AF Surgeon General approved this proposal 

through their JA and Eglin PA has confirmed concurrence with 96 TW and 96 SGOS leadership.  Pacira would 

like to shoot within 30 days.  Lt Col Simon spoke with Dave Evans at OSD/PA and due to the non-entertainment 

nature of the project, it will be handed over to the AF/SG to helm.  No further involvement by SAF/PAYL 

necessary.  (CLOSED) 

 

*AFTN 033-1602: UK Channel 5 request for Filming at Clear Air Force Station.  STATUS: DENIED.  Due 

to low ROI, 21SW has recommended not supporting, which Clear AFS concurred.  Production requested location 

filming only.  No US distribution.  (CLOSED)  

 

14-30 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 

 

 

- AFTN 181-1509: Blood Road.  Status: Research & awaiting PAA.  Documentary film by Red Bull Media on 

the cycling journey of Rebecca Roush as she navigates the Ho Chi Minh trail in Vietnam, eventually finding the 

site where her father’s remains were recovered. Her father was an AF pilot, shot down over Vietnam. Production 

company would like to work with the DPAA in Hawaii to cover the process of recovery and identification of 

remains.  Production company may not need DoD support.  Provided PAA but haven’t returned it yet. 

(FINSTEIN) 

 

- AFTN 188-1509: Hedy Lemarr. Status: Awaiting rough cut.  Produced by Susan Sarandon, this documentary 

film is for theatrical and TV distribution on the life and scientific work of actress Hedy Lemarr. The Air Force 

provided a SME from SMC for a 1 hour interview on MILSTAR and AEHF satellite technology that shares its 

roots in Lemarr’s patented frequency hopping ideas. (FINSTEIN) 

 

- AFTN 036-1602: American Rifleman. Status: PAA approved.  Distributed by the Outdoor Channel and is 

filming an episode at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam about the weapons used during World War II. The Navy is 

leading the project. Air Force support is only to allow them to film at PACAF HQ for the bullet holes in the 

building. (STAGNER) 

 

  

31-60 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines)  

 

- AFTN 095-1505: How to Stay Young (BBC). Status: Awaiting rough cut.  Filmed at WPAFB May 2015.  

Regarding WPAFB research scientist conducting brain studies on keeping people’s minds working.  Studies are 

used for pilot training.  The focus of this documentary is how the military study is impacting brain studies on 

other type of medical research.  (WATSON) 

 

- AFTN 174-1508: Counting Cars.  STATUS:  April 18-19 potential dates for Nellis shoot and flight. 

Research.  History Channel: Counting Cars is a reality show featuring Danny Koker. The production company 

would like to shoot a scene in which, Danny, is given a ride in one of the aircraft used by the Thunderbirds at 

Nellis AFB. The personalities from the show would visit a new Thunderbirds museum at the base and learn the 

history of the Thunderbirds and the AF and use that knowledge as inspiration to paint custom fighter pilot 

helmets. Danny Koker would present the helmets to display at the museum. (CRAM) 

 

- AFTN 206-1510:  Capturing the Universe. STATUS: Awaiting rough cut.  Potential air date is Spring 

2016.  Discovery Science Channel.  Episode on Space Junk (debris) and how the USAF tracks it.  Completed 

shooting at Vandenberg AFB in December 2015.  (SIMON) 

 



FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

61-90 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 

-AFTN 002-1501: National Park Service Minuteman Project.  STATUS: Awaiting rough cut of museum 

feature film expected in May.  Production produced under contract for the National Park Service to create video 

features for use that the NPS Minuteman National Historic Site outside of Wall, South Dakota. Filming took place 

summer and fall of 2015 at Ellsworth AFB and F.E. Warren AFB. First portion using re-enactments filmed in 

South Dakota reviewed and apparently wrapped by the company.  (FINSTEIN) 

- AFTN 115-1506: Sully.  STATUS:  Awaiting Rough cut.  Expecting rough cut screening May 2016.  

Warner Bros motion picture.  USAF provided F4 filming at Holloman AFB in Dec 2015.  Release set for Sept 

2016. (WATSON&FINSTEIN) 

- AFTN 012-1601:  Alaska Mega Machine.  STATUS:  Awaiting rough cut. Air date window is late April to 

May 2016. Discovery Science Channel.  This program highlights the large machines that work in and around the 

Alaskan wilderness.  This episode will feature a 12-15 minute segment on Clear Air Force Station’s early warning 

radar systems, both new and old, and will highlight the transition from the old cold war era massive radar to the 

sleeker modern 11-story pyramid radar system.  The episode will also feature the CH-47 Chinook helicopter and 

Stryker vehicles (Army).  (SIMON) 

- AFTN 025-1602:  Jay Leno’s Garage.  Status: PAA approved.  Production is expected to film in May 2016.  

Distributed by CNBC.  A tech scout at Edwards AFB is scheduled Friday, March 4. Scout will focus on locations 

and airframes associated with the development of space airframes, the flightline, an F-35, and a bomber.  The 

program is a 30-minute episodic, is planning an episode for the new season themed Space Age and Vehicles. 

They would like to have Jay Leno film at Edwards AFB in May 2016 where an Airman would provide him with a 

tour of the base (focusing on the flightline and areas historically important to the space fleet) and an F-35 to 

discuss the influence of the space program on the Air Force and connections to the new F-35. They’d like to show 

how the space program has practical implementations within the Air Force to help keep America safe. They’ve 

also requested to end the episode with an F-16 around-the-flagpole orientation flight (in order to tie in the 

“garage” part).  (STAGNER) 

120 Day+ Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 

-

- AFTN 111-1506: Life of Dogs.  Status:  Awaiting rough cut.  A five part documentary series for Discovery 

International that aims to be a definitive “natural history” on dogs in all walks of life. The series will feature 

military working dogs as part of an episode on working dogs around the world, with our MWDs providing the 

“spine of the story.” The program filmed at JBSA-Lackland February 5-12 with the 802nd SFS and 341st TRS with 

great success. Rough cut anticipated spring/summer 2016.  (FINSTEIN) 

Exemption (b)(4)

Exemption (b)(4)
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-

Personnel Items and Issues (Include requested leave dates/Additional duty updates) 

Lt Col Roberts:  

Ms Watson: 

Lt Col Simon 

Mr Stagner:  

Exemption (b)(4)
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SAF/PAYL Entertainment Liaison Office 

Weekly Update Sheet 

SAF/PAYL  

Week ending 19 Mar 2016 

 

Entertainment Projects To Date at a glance (#s) 

All Open Projects  

(Assigned AFTNs)  

19 

In Research Phase 11 

Active (Approved PAA) 0 

Awaiting Rough Cut 6 

Awaiting Broadcast (rough 

cut completed and approved) 

1 

Broadcast/Released 1 

*Other 0 

 

Outlook Key  
Red = Outstanding/Hot  

Blue = Updated Section (if not present, section remains unchanged) 

  

Hot Topics (Key Dates within 2 weeks, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines,)  

- ARMY Lead:  Ricky Shroeder productions:  Fighting Season: Soldier Story.  STATUS:  At least 2 

USAF Airman have been contacted to appear in this program.  DoD support is only for rough cut 

review.  All DoD members wanting to provide footage and/or interviews have been advised that 

they will need to sign an 11-page release with Shroeder Productions and be in a leave/off duty 

status; file an AF IMT 3902 to participate.  

 

- AFTN: 022-1602: “CrossFit Workout of the Day,” STATUS: COMPLETE.  Distributed by CrossFit, is a 

qualifying event for the “CrossFit Games”. CrossFit filmed the qualifying event on Schriever AFB on March 17 

as a live broadcast and followed up with recordings on social media feeds. The WG/CC and MSG/CC interviewed 

during the broadcast about the wing/AFSPC missions and “Fit To Fight” respectively. Six Airmen competed in 

the event – three during the live broadcast and three during a follow-on competition. The broadcast has reached an 

estimated audience of 5.5 million viewers. 

 

 

14-30 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 

 

-Air Warriors, KC-135,  (047-1603); Status: Researching/In-coordination . New request, from Red Rock Films, 

for Smithsonian channel, to produce  a new episode of Air Warriors focused on the KC-135. Film Dates; 3 days, 

between May and June to be determined.  Action Item: Waiting for response from AMC, hoping to film at 

McConnell AFB. 

 

-BBC High School Doc, Recruiting, (053-1603); Status: Researching/In-coordination.  New request, BBC 

producing documentary series on American high school students; wants to follow one on visit to AF recruiters. 

Action Item: Waiting for responses.  

 

Xtractor, 245-1512; Status: Expect broadcast March/April. Hungarian short documentary show produced for 

Discovery Europe worked with USAFE to do a show on the A-10s in Hungary for an exercise in December 2015.  

Rough cut review is complete and show returns to air on March 15.  
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- AFTN 188-1509: Hedy Lemarr. Status: Awaiting rough cut.  Produced by Susan Sarandon, this documentary 

film is for theatrical and TV distribution on the life and scientific work of actress Hedy Lemarr. The Air Force 

provided a SME from SMC for a 1 hour interview on MILSTAR and AEHF satellite technology that shares its 

roots in Lemarr’s patented frequency hopping ideas.  

 

 

  

31-60 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines)  

 

- AFTN 095-1505: How to Stay Young (BBC). Status: Awaiting rough cut.  Filmed at WPAFB May 2015.  

Regarding WPAFB research scientist conducting brain studies on keeping people’s minds working.  Studies are 

used for pilot training.  The focus of this documentary is how the military study is impacting brain studies on 

other type of medical research.   

 

- AFTN 174-1508: Counting Cars.  STATUS:  April 18-19 potential dates for Nellis shoot and flight. 

Research.  History Channel: Counting Cars is a reality show featuring Danny Koker. The production company 

would like to shoot a scene in which, Danny, is given a ride in one of the aircraft used by the Thunderbirds at 

Nellis AFB. The personalities from the show would visit a new Thunderbirds museum at the base and learn the 

history of the Thunderbirds and the AF and use that knowledge as inspiration to paint custom fighter pilot 

helmets. Danny Koker would present the helmets to display at the museum. 

 

- AFTN 206-1510:  Capturing the Universe. STATUS: Awaiting rough cut.  Potential air date is Spring 

2016.  Discovery Science Channel.  Episode on Space Junk (debris) and how the USAF tracks it.  Completed 

shooting at Vandenberg AFB in December 2015.   

 

61-90 Day Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 

 

- AFTN 025-1602, CNBC, “Jay Leno’s Garage.” Possible SECAF participation. STATUS: Edwards is routing 

the request through local leadership, AFMC will provide support pending SAF/PAYL approval, and OSD/PA 

(Dave Evans) has provided approval for the project.  Program is a 30-minute episodic, is planning an episode for 

the new season themed Space Age and Vehicles. They would like to have Jay Leno film at Edwards AFB in May.  

They’d like to show how the space program has practical implementations within the Air Force to help keep 

America safe. They’ve also requested to end the episode with an F-16 around-the-flagpole orientation flight (in 

order to tie in the “garage” part).  

 

- AFTN 115-1506: Sully.  STATUS:  Release set for Sept 2016. Awaiting Rough cut.  Expecting rough cut 

screening May 2016.  Warner Bros motion picture.  USAF provided F4 filming at Holloman AFB in Dec 2015.  

Awaiting closeout of funds from DFAS. (WATSON&FINSTEIN) 

 

 

-AFTN 002-1501: National Park Service Minuteman Project.  STATUS: Awaiting rough cut of museum 

feature film expected in May.  Production produced under contract for the National Park Service to create video 

features for use that the NPS Minuteman National Historic Site outside of Wall, South Dakota. Filming took place 

summer and fall of 2015 at Ellsworth AFB and F.E. Warren AFB. First portion using re-enactments filmed in 

South Dakota reviewed and apparently wrapped by the company.   

 

 

- AFTN 012-1601:  Alaska Mega Machine.  STATUS:  Awaiting rough cut. Air date window is late April to 

May 2016. Discovery Science Channel.  This program highlights the large machines that work in and around the 

Alaskan wilderness.  This episode will feature a 12-15 minute segment on Clear Air Force Station’s early warning 
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radar systems, both new and old, and will highlight the transition from the old cold war era massive radar to the 

sleeker modern 11-story pyramid radar system.  The episode will also feature the CH-47 Chinook helicopter and 

Stryker vehicles (Army).   

120 Day+ Outlook (Key Dates, Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines) 

- AFTN 111-1506: Life of Dogs.  Status:  Awaiting rough cut.  A five part documentary series for Discovery 

International that aims to be a definitive “natural history” on dogs in all walks of life. The series will feature 

military working dogs as part of an episode on working dogs around the world, with our MWDs providing the 

“spine of the story.” The program filmed at JBSA-Lackland February 5-12 with the 802nd SFS and 341st TRS with 

great success. Rough cut anticipated spring/summer 2016.  (FINSTEIN) 

Personnel Items and Issues (Include requested leave dates/Additional duty updates) 

Lt Col Simon 
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Watson  

March ARB AirFest (April 16-17) 
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31-60 Day Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

Filming date (s): 31 May 2016 STATUS: Approved. “Jay Leno’s Garage”, a 30-minute episodic 
distributed on CNBC, is planning an episode for the new season themed Space Age and Vehicles. Jay 
Leno and Neil DeGrasse Tyson will film an aerial refueling flight, drive one of Jay’s cars on either a 
dry lakebed or inactive runway, Neil will discuss what it’s like to break the sound barrier, and 
SecAF will provide a tour of the F-22. Coordination in progress since February 2016. (AFTN 025-
1602) 

May-June 2016 NPS Minuteman Project Production produced under contract for the National 
Park Service to create video features for use that the NPS Minuteman National Historic Site outside 
of Wall, South Dakota. Filming took place summer and fall of 2015 at Ellsworth AFB and F.E. 
Warren AFB. First portion using re-enactments filmed in South Dakota reviewed and apparently 
wrapped by the company. Current Action Item: Awaiting rough cut of museum feature film … 
Expected in May at the earliest. (AFTN 002-1501) 

61-90 Day Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

6-10 June 2016 STATUS: Approved. “Galileo Magazine”, a one-hour, daily episodic distributed on 
ProSieben in Germany, would like to create an episode focused on Cheyenne Mountain – its daily 
operations, logistics of 1,000 personnel working in the mountain, physical changes to the mountain 
over the years. They film between the dates of June 6 and 10, 2016. Coordination in progress since 
April 2016. (AFTN 025-1602)  

26 June: BET Awards. Status: Questionnaires received, reviewed by AETC, AFRS, and SAF/PAYL, 
top 10 packages submitted to GSD&M. Working in conjunction with AFRS, to search for and select 
an Airman to be honored at BET Awards in June 2016. Selected individual will be filmed for 
vignettes to appear on BET around the show.  This opportunity is part of the AF marketing contract 
with GSD&M as an “added value,” therefore no PAA required. (AFTN 062-1603) 

27- 29 June:  “Air Warriors—U2.”  Status:  PAA pending.   Filming at Beale AFB.  This continues 
the series of profiling USAF aircraft and will be a 60 minute documentary-style profile of the 
development and combat history of the U-2 DRAGON LADY. The purpose of the program is to 
educate viewers on the contributions and accomplishments of the U-2 and the men and women 
who have operated it throughout its 60 years in service.  Featuring select interviews of current and 
former USAF personnel, the program will delve into firsthand accounts of some of the U-2’s most 
notable missions. (AFTN 048-1603) 

120 Day+ Outlook (Brief description, distribution source, projects, deadlines, Key Dates) 

Filming date (s): TBD STATUS: Research. Red Rock Films is in the research phase of a production 
about the attacks on Pearl Harbor. Production on hold until they attain full distribution (planned as 
PBS). COMPACAF could participate in this production to provide a historic look at the remnants of 
the Pearl Harbor attack at Hickam Field. Coordination in progress since February 2016. (AFTN 034-
1602) 



Life of Dogs; Status: Waiting on Rough Cut. A five part documentary series for Discovery 
International that aims to be a definitive “natural history” on dogs in all walks of life. The series will 
feature military working dogs as part of an episode on working dogs around the world, with our 
MWDs providing the “spine of the story.” The program filmed at JBSA-Lackland February 5-12 with 
the 802nd SFS and 341st TRS with great success. Rough cut anticipated spring/summer 2016. 
(AFTN 111-1506) 

Hedy Lemarr; Status: Waiting on Rough Cut; August?... Produced by Susan Sarandon, this 
documentary film is for theatrical and TV distribution on the life and scientific work of actress Hedy 
Lemarr. The Air Force provided a SME from SMC for a 1 hour interview on MILSTAR and AEHF 
satellite technology that shares its roots in Lemarr’s patented frequency hopping ideas. (AFTN 188-
1509) 

Filming Nov 2016 ESPN First Take Status: Sending possible options for 2016 show, Dover, 
Langley, Charleston and Tyndall. Early talks with First Take producer regarding options for 2016 
salute to veterans episode. Previous years the show filmed at Westover ARB and JB McGuire Dix 
Lakehurst. Real planning and work will commence around August. Great opportunity for senior 
leadership to appear with base leaders and members on live TV show during Veterans Day week.  

Other Items of note: 

Xtractor A-10; Status, awaiting confirmation of Lt. Mulvhill’s repayment. Hungarian short 
documentary show produced for Discovery Europe worked with USAFE to do a show on the A-10s 
in Hungary for an exercise in December 2015.  Rough cut review is complete and show returns to 
air on March 15. Expect broadcast March/April. (AFTN 245-1512) 

Filming date TBD:  STATUS: Research. Counting Cars, History Channel: Counting Cars" is a reality 
show featuring Danny Koker. The production company would like to shoot a scene in which, Danny, 
is given a ride in one of the aircraft used by the Thunderbirds at Nellis AFB. The personalities from 
the show would visit a new Thunderbirds museum at the base and learn the history of the 
Thunderbirds and the AF and use that knowledge as inspiration to paint custom fighter pilot 
helmets. Danny Koker would present the helmets to display at the museum. Working potential 
dates for Nellis shoot and flight. The museum will not be completed as scheduled so the shooting 
dates are still in the air. USAFADS/PA is working potential alternatives. (AFTN 174-1508) 
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